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I. Introduction
A. SCOPEOF THE

PRESENTARTICLE

In this article we attempt to give a review of spectroscopic experiments
that have employed the stored ion technique. This review will be biased
toward very high-resolution experiments since this is the authors’ area of
interest. We hope that a dtscription of these high-resolution experiments
will illustrate the current state of the art and indicate possible achievements
in the future. In this article collision experiments in the usual sense (charge
exchange, ion- molecule reactions, etc.) w i l l specifically be excluded we
are primarily interested in photon-ion interactions and will include such
topics as spectroscopy of atomic ions, mass spectroscopy using resonant
excitation, and measurement of radiative decay times. To make thisarticle
more tractable, we do not discussthe interesting spectroscopy that has been
done in conjunction With fusion plasma studies or highenergy storage rings.
We also omit discussion of the interesting studies of the dynamics of w a m
droplets (Owe Berg and Gawier, 1969) and of aerosols initiated by C. B.
Richardson (private communication, 1982).
The most complete previous review has been given by D e h e l t (1967,
1969)and is still “the” refwence for someone startingin thisfield. Schuessler
( 1979)has given a review which concentrated on the ion storage exchange
collision (ISEC)method in an rf quadruple trap. More recently, Dehmelt
( 1983)has given a review/introduction as part of a NATO Advanced Study
Institute. Todd et al. (1976)have given a review of rf traps. In addition,
various other paraal reviews have also been given (Dehmelt, 1975, 1976,
1981ab;Minogin, 1982; Neuhauser et af. 1981;Toschek and Neuhauser,
1981;W e d , 1982;Wineland ef al., 1981b;Wineland, 1983).
N e c d y , there will be some overlap of this review with previous ones:
we will tend to rely on these other reviews which have extensively covered
some of the techniques such as the ISEC method (Dehmelt, 1969:
Schuessler, 1979).

-

B. THEMETHOD
Probably the main advantage of the stored ion techniques is that the ideal
of an unperturbed species at rest in space is approached to a high degree.
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Specifically, charged particles such as electrons and atomic ions can be
nored for long periods of time (essentially indefinitely) without the usual
pemubations associated with confinement (for example, the perturbations
due to collisions with walls or buffer gases in a traditional optical pumping
experiment).
Unfortunately (and nmssariiy), t h m is a price to be paid for this
property of long storage times with small pexturbations-the number of
particles that can be stored is typically small (approximately lo6 or less for a
“trap” with centimeter dimensions); the resulting low densities arc ultimately governed by the competition between spacecharge repulsion and
the confining electromagnetic forces obtained under normal laboratory
conditions. It should be noted that if we could obtain the hgh trapping fields
neceSSary to obtain high densities, then we would lose one of the advantages
of the technique because, for example, Stark shifts due to confinement
would cause problems in very high-resolution work.
As a consequence of the low numbers obtained, many types of experiments may be precluded-for example, spectroxopic experiments on
complex molecular ions where only a small fraction of the ions are in a given
state. However. in spite of the low numben obtained, sensitive techniques
have been developed to detect simple species such as eiecuons and atomic
ions, so that single electrons (WineIand d d..1973; Van Dyck et d.,1978)
and atomic ions (Neuhawr a d..1980; Wineland and Itano, 1981; Nagourney m d.,1982, 1983; Ruster et ai-. 1983) can be observed.
In Section II. trapping methods are discussed. In Section 111, the electron-positron (g-2) expenments arc discussed. These experiments may be
the least general of those covered, but a large part of the new developments
in the stored ion technique have occurred here. In Secrion IV applications to
mass spectroscopy are discussed. Secnon V discusses experiments on atomic
and molecular ion spectroscopy. Sections VI and W discuss negative ion
experiments and lifetime studies.

II. Ion Storage Techniques

-..

Four typesof “traps” have been most commonly used for high-resolution
work: the Paul (or rf) trap, the Penning trap, the Kingdon (or electrostatic

trap), and the magnetostatic trap (magnetic bottle). Magnetic bottles have
not been used extensively for high-resolution work because the trapping
relics on the use of inhomogeneous magnetic fields. &us causing inhomogeneities and broadening in ficid-dependent transitions. An zxcepion to
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this is the high-resolution electron-positron magnetic moment measurements done by Crane, Rich and their colleagues (Rich and Wesley, 1972).
For the sake of brevity however, magnetic confinement devices w i l l not be
discussed further.
A.

THEPAUL(rf) TRAP

The Paul or rftrap has the advantage that the trapped ions are bound in a
(pseudo) potential well in all directions and no magnetic fields are required
for confinement. It has the capability in practice to provide tighter confinement than the Penning trap, but the phmomecon of “rfheaing” has been a
limitation in some experiments.
1. Theorv

The “ideal” Paul trap (Fisher, 1959; Wuerker er al.. 1959a) uses three
electrodes in a vacuum apparatus as shown in Fig. 1. These electrodes are
conjugate hyperboloids of revolution about the z axis, thus allowing a
description of the potential in cylindrical coordinates. In general. both a
static potential and an alternating potential of.ffequency R are applied
between the ring and endcaps. so t.ht

where ro and 2, are defined in Fig. 1. The electrode surfaces are assumed to
be equipotentials of Eq. ( I), and we assume
0 at the center of the trap.
=I

FIG. I . Schematic representation of the elmrode configuration for the “id&

Paul or

Penning trap. Elemode surfaca arc fiqum of revolution about the z axis and arc equipotentiais of &r,

): = ,A(r2

-

222).
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FIG. 2. Theoretical stability dug" for the Paul trap. The w o n bounded by the solid
line represents the values of a, and qr gving nable confinement The v&&ry of thls stabihy
diagram has been conhmed in vanous expmments (see text).

The equations of motion for a positive ion take the form of a Mathieu
equauon (McLacMan. 1947):

where

--

-c, = +Za, = 16qL;:,~%(:~ 24)

+4, = - 2 8 - 8qV0/mR'(r8 + 2 3 )
m is the ion mass. T = R1/2, and q is the ion charge.
Cenain values of a, and 4,lead to stable bounded motion; these values are
bounded by the curve on the stability diagram shown in Fig. 2. Other regions
of stability exist (Fisher, 1959; Wuerker er al., 1959a; Dawson. 1980); only
the fust region of stability, which is shown. is usually used. The perimeter of
this curve is determined by the values 8, = 1 and 0, where j3f = a, +- @/2.
A qualitative explanation for the binding due to the rf field in the traps is
as follows (Wuerker er af.. I959a; Dehme!t. 1967): For R sufficiently large
(Le.. p << I ) an ion experiences an rf electric field such that its motion (the
"micromotion"j is 180" out of phase with respect to the electric force.
Befause the electric field is inhomogeneous. the force averaged over one
period (T Zn/R) of the micromotion is in a d i r e ~ i o nof weaker field
amplitude (independent ofthe sign of the charge), i.e..'toward the center of
the trap. For R sufficiently high, this restoring force gives rise to a pseudopotential (Dehmelt 1967):

-
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where r and 5 are the positions of the ion averaged over T, and q is the ion
charge. The resulting “secular” motion (for F and 3 is harmonic with
frequencies Gz = 2i5, = 2 J 2 q ~ ~ / [ ~ 2411.
4j
The addition of the static potential Uoalters the well depth directly so that
we must add the potential

+

to the expression for the pseudopotential. This yieids an overall eEective
(harmonic) potential:

+

A special case is when Uo= q q / m l P ( $ 2 4 ) , which gives rise to a
It is sometimes useful to
“spherical” potential where &r, z ) z
describe the traps in terms of well depths in the r and z directions; for
exzzple, we can denne

(v+ (a2.

D: = &O,

= zo)

- &O,

0)
For the more general potentlai ofEq. (3b), the secular oscillation hquencies
are Or = (kr/m)1/2and Zz= (k,/m>l/2.
As an example of operating conditions, we take the data from Major and
Werth (1978) for Yilg+ ions. Here to= v‘Z=,
1.129 cm, R/2x = 524
kvz. Uo +8 V (ring electrode biased positively with respect to the endcaps), and Vo= 297 V. This gives a, = -0.024, q, = 0.432, Zr/2x = 49
kHz,G2/2x= 69 kHz. This particular choice of parameters also gives Dr =
Dz = 12 eV. Very small traps have been used to provide tight confinement
for single ion detection. From Neuhauser ef ai. (1-978b), Voz 200 V and
ro = v’2z0 354 pm.
The potential of Eq. ( 1) is said to be ideal because it has the simplest form
which satisfies Laplace’s equation and has the desired symmetry (independent of azimuthal angle and reflection symmetry about z = 0). For the same
symmetry, deviations from the ideal potential introduce higher-order terms:
the first of these has spatial dependence (3r4 - 24r2z2 + 8 9 ) and introduces
anharmonicities in the secular frequencies 0,and Zr. These deviations can

-

2

5

5

’
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come about due to impcrfktions in thc dtctrodcssuch as holes for obsmation and the fact that the surfaces must be truncated. They arc obviously
.

introduced for a trap with simple cylindrical geometry (Benilan and Audoin, 1973; Bonner er d.. 1977) or spherical electrodes (0and Schueder,
1980aj, but the region of stability is not substantially altered (Benilan and
Audoin, 1973; Mather e2 d.,1980).
We note that the choice of r,,/z,, is in principle arbitrary and not inferred
from Laplace’s equation as has been implied (Dawson and Whetten, 1968;
Todd et uf.. 1976; Bonner ef al.. 1977). Of course, to yield the ideal potential
of Eq. (l), the electrode surfaces must be equipotentials of Eq. (1) and
therefore both the ring and ekdcaps must asymptotically approach the
surfaces generated by z = k r / v 2. The choice a 2 4 can be made so that
the ring and endcap surfacts are equidistant from these asymptotes for large
r and z. Knight (1983, also private communication) has also pointed out
that the stability diagram is independent of the choice of ro/;o as long as ui
and qi are determined from the formulas given previously.
The mOhOn of a single ion in the trap is described by the solution of the
Mathieu equation. For many ions in the trap. distribution functions can be
obtained under various assumptions. Assuming no collisions or space
charge. phase space dynamia techniques have been used to calculate
distribution functions and give fairly good agreement with obxrvcd data
(Todd ef (11. 1980b). For the long-tern storage d&tx in spectroscopic
experiments. ion -ion and ion - neutral collisions play an important role. In
general. t h gves
~ ~ rise to what is called “rf heating”-a process which
coupies kinetic energy from the micromotion into the secular motion
(Church aad DemelS 1969).Elastic collisions with background neutrals will
either produce heating rfthe neutrals are heavy with respect to the ions or an
effective cooling (viscousdrag) if the neutrals are light (Dehmelt, 1967).This
has been examined in derail theoretically (An* and Vedel. 1977; Dawson
andLambert, 1975;Anm’efuf.. 1979;F.Vedelerd.. 1981,1983;M.Vedel
ef uf.. 198 1 ), predicting Gaussian density distributions. In addition, resonant charge exchange with the parent neutrai may provide a stabilizing
influence (Bonner et d..1976; Dawson, 1980). In many experiments done
at hgh vacuum. it appears that the dominant’heating mechanism is due to
ion - ion collisions (Dehmelt, 1967).Such heating is not well understood but
may arise from the presence of impurity ions or from imperfections
in the
_ .
trap electrodes.
Space charge will have a destabilizing effect on an ion cloud. that is. the
wells become more shallow due to the presence of other ions. If the secular
motion is “frozen,” then the ions form around the center of the trap so that
the net electric field an ion experiences inside the cloud is zero. Therefore!,
following Dehmelt ( 1967).d + d+ = consfant. where r$i is the potential from

-
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the ion cloud. Applying the Lapiacian to this equation, we find that the ion
cloud has uniform (maximum) density p given by

-

For the conditions of Major and Werth (1978), this leads to a maximum
density of np-lq = 4 X IO7 c m - 3 .

2. Experiments
The kinematics of ion motion have been verified in the original expenmenu of Wuerker et al. ( 1959a), where charged aluminum dust particles (ca.
20 pm diameter) were suspended in an rf trap and illuminated so that the
paths could be observed. In these beautiful experiments the particles could
also be observed to crystallize into latticeswhen the background gas pressure
was increased to cause cooling.
For atomic ions, the validity of the stability diagram has been verified in
experiments. Trapping efficiencies have been measured by monitoring the
relative intensity of laser-induced fluorescence light from Ba+ions (Ifflander
and Wenh, 1977% Plumelle et al., 1980). Temperature was monitored via
the Doppler broadening of the resonance light. Trapping efficiencies have
also been measured by observing storage times as a function of trapping
conditions (M. Vedel ez al., 198 1). Temperature also has been measured by
the bolometric method (Church and Dehmelt, 1969) discussed below. In
addition, the cooling efficiency of buffer gases has also been observed (Vedel,
1976; D a m n . 1980; Plumelle etal.. 1980; Schaafetal., 1981: Ruster et al.,
1983). In the experiments of Plumelle et af.( 1980) using helium buffer gas.
trapping times of several days have been observed (Plumelle, 1979; see also
Blatt and Werth, 1983). Density measurements have also been made
optically (Knight and Prior, 1979; Schaaferd., 1981), indicatingaGaussian
density distribution. The results of these experiments and those of Ifflander
and Wenh ( 1977a) and of Church and Dehmelt ( 1969) showed that the ion
temperature was approximately equal to a constant fraction (ca. 0.1) of the
well depth. These measurements are also in agreement with the measurement of ion loss based on evaporation (Dehmelt, 1983). Ion-neutral
collision studies based on ion creation and loss are given by Todd et af.
( 1976) and can be used to infer ion energies. In the experiments of Knight
and Prior ( 1979) the cloud radius (and therefore the ion energy) was shown
to be fairly independent of ion number, indicating that ion-ion rf heating
was not important. This was not the case for the very small clouds observed
by Neuhauser er al. (1980), where a large increase in cloud radius was

'
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observed as the ion number increased. In these experiments. however, ion
densities were as high as lo9 c ” ~ , increasing the importance of ion-ion
collisions.
The destabilizing effect of space charge has been observed by Todd er ai.
( 1980a) and Neuhauser et ai. (1978b). However, the densities predicted
from the model where the secular motion is cold have not been observed.
Usually the densities are one to two orden of magnitude less than t h s
prediction. presumably due to rf heating. Increased densities have been
observed by simultaneously storing positive and negative ions (Major and
Schennann, 1971), but ion -ion heating would be expected to be imponant
for hgh densities.
B. THEPENNINGTRAP
The Penning trap has the disadvantages of the typically large magnetic
fields (larger than about 0.1 T) required and the fact that the motion
(magnetron motion) is in an unstable equilibrium in the uap. .4n imporrant
pnctical advantage is that parasitic heating mechanisms (like r f heating in
the Paul trap) are nearly absent. It may also be the clear choice for studies of
magneuc field-dependent suucure.

I. T h r y
.c

The Penning trap (Penning, 1936) uses the same electrode connguntion
as the rftrap (Fig.1). but we set Vo equal to zero in Eq. (3)
such that the
charged species see only a static potential well along the z axis given by Eq.
(3a). This causes a repulsive potentlal in the x - y plane which can be
overcome by superimposing a static magnetic field along z (B = Bg).For a
single ion in the trap (orneglecting space charge) the equations of motion are
(Hamson, 1959; Byme and Farago, 1965) as follows:

- + -e

t+*z=O,

where r

x

iy,
z

-

f=+u&-iqi

+ 23), and oc qB/mc. Therefore
;o cos ~2 and r = rp+rmrWJ
(5a)
= 4qU0/m($

-

where

-

-

+

Some useful expressions are 02 + /2 o,u( w w, or w :), w ; w, =
oc,
and w : o, = d / 2 . Quantum mechanical solutions have also been
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given (Sokolov and Pavlenko, 1967; G M et al.,1968;Van Dyck ef af..
1978; Itano and Wineland, 1982); this description is important for the
single-elecuon experiments. Representative values of parameters might be
7
to= v 24, -0.5 cm,B -2.0 T,U,,
3
. 2 V.Forelectrons, w , / ~ A
= v , z 55.9
GHz, v, 26.7 MHz, and v, = 6.36 kHz. For m = 100 u (atomic mass
units) ions, v, = 305 kHz, v, = 62.3 kHz, and v, = 6.50 WIZ. It should be
noted that the magnetron motion [the r, exp(- iw,t) term in Eq. (5a)] is in
unstable equilibrium in the trap. Therefore, if collisions with background
neutrals occur, the ions will diffuse out of the trap. For example, when the
magnetron velocity is much less than the cyclotron velocity, elastic collisions with heavy neutrals cause r, to random wallc in the x-y plane with
step size approximately equal to r,. In practice however, this is not a
limitation because ions can be stored for days in an apparatus at room
temperature (Wineland et d.,1978;Drullinger er ai., 1980)and electrons for
weeks (Dehmelt and Walls, 1968; Ekstrom and Wineland, 1980) in an
apparatus at 80 K. Moreover the technique of sideband or radiation pressure cooling (Van Dyck et d..1978;Itano and Wineland, 1982)can reverse
this diffusion process.
Ion-ion collisions can also cause the cloud to spread; however, this
spreading is limited because the total canonical angular momentum of the
system must be conserved (Wineland and Dehmelt, 197% O’Neil and
Dr%coll. 1979).For very cold clwds (Le.. axid and cyclotrcn mdes at !ow
temperature) this leads to clouds of nearly uniform density (ONeil and
Driscoll, 1979; Prasad and O”e& 1979), which for the Penning trap
geometry implies that the cloud is a uniformly charged ellipsoid having the
potential

-

+

&r, z) = jlzp(ar;2 bz2)

(6)

where from Poisson’s equation, 2a + b 3.3.
If the voltage U, applied to the electrodes becomes too high, then the
radial elecmc field is high enough to overcome the qv X B/c magnetic force
and the ions strike the ring electrode in exponentially increasing orbits [the
argument of the square root in Eq. (5b) becomes negative.] For singly
ionized atoms (or electrons) the voltage where this occurs is given by V,P
1200Byfi 2zi)/M,where V,is in volts, B is in tela, Mis the mass in u. and
dimensions are in centimeters. This same mechanism limits the densities
achievable in the Penning trap since space charge also gives radial electric
fields. Assuming the ion cloud is a uniformly charged ellipsoid as discussed
above, the t motion of an individual ion is now given by Eq. ( 5 4 with

+

.
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where o5is the axial fnsuency for a single ion in the trap. The maximum

density allowable (argument of the square root term kcpt positive) is given
by [usingdti(;) --&(z)] n =p/q <P/8z$morn <2.7 X 109B2/1M, when
B is in tesla and Mis the mas in u. For B = l T, M = 100 u, n < 2.7 X
107 CIII-3.
In the refined work of electron-positron and mass spectroscopy, it is
desirable to make the trap as nearly quadratic as possible. Assuming the trap
has the desired symmetry, the founh-order term (propomonal to 3r4 24r?z2 + 8 9 ) in the potential can be canceled out with c o d o n elmodes
(VanDyck er d..1976). Ifthe magnetic field is tilted With respect to the trap
axis and the potential is impafe!tt but has the form I13 d*
P)- 2 4 ,
then the reiation (a?
o
'
, = will still hold (Brownand Gabrick.
1982; see also Borodkin, 1978; 0 et d., 1982).

+e +

-

-

2. Experiments
The main aspects of the theory have been conlirmed. This has been done
to a very high level in the eiecuon-positron experiments discussed below.
For clouds of ions the coupling between modes can be strong (energy
transfer times of milliseconds), but the observed Frequencies of motion for
small clouds are essentially the tiee space values since only the center-ofmass potioc is u s d y excited (Wiseland a d Dthmelt, 1975%~).
Radial transport due to sollisions with background neutrals seems to be
reasonably well understood (Walls, 1970; McGuire and Fonson, 1974;
Jeffres. 1980; deGrassie and Malmberg, 1980; Malmberg and Driscoll.
1980), but transport from ion - ion collisions is not 50 well undemood. T ~ I S
may be caused by plasma oscillation-induced transport. Recent measurements on lasercooid ion clouds (Bollinger and Wineland, 1983) indicate
that they art approximately ellipsoidal in shape and of constant density, in
agreement with pdiction (Prasad and ONeil, 1979).
C.

THEKINGDONTRAP

The Kingdon trap (Kingdon, 1923) has the advantage of being simpler
than the Paul or Penning trap. requiring only a dc voltage for trapping. Since
a potential minimum in free space cannot exist for purely electrostatic fields.
the Kingdon trap relies on angular momentum of the ions about a central
axis to provide dynamical stability.
Usually, the Kingdon trap has the same symmetry of the Paul and
Penning traps: A central wire is surrounded by an outer cylinder as shown in
Fig.3. Perhaps the most desirable potenial takes the form suggested by Prior
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V

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the electrode configuration for the "ideal" Kingdon
trap. Elmrode surfacesarc figures of revolution about the :axis and arc equipotentials of 6.In
practice. the central electrode is made as thin as possible to reduce the chance of ions colliding
with it.

(Knight, 1981), where
q5 = A(+

- 2 3 ) +B

ln(r/r,)

(8)
In this case, the motion is harmonic along z therefore, detection of uscan
provide mass analysis. Figure 3 shows a trap which is formed from equipotentials of Eq. (8); in practice, the central electrode would be much thinner
but must still conform to an equipotential of Eq.(8) in order to preserve the
harmonic well along E. The equations of motion for the x-v plane are not
solvable analytically, but the motion is basically composed of precessing
orbits about the z axis (Hooveman, 1963). Lewis (1982) has analyzed the
case of nearly circular orbits in a cylindrical trap. Storage times in such a trap
should be shorter because a single collision with-a background neutral is
sufficient to cause an ion to collide with the center electrode and be lost.
Nevertheless, with a trap whose electrodes approximate equipotentials of
Eq. (8), trapping times of about 1 sec were achieved by Knight (1981) at a
Ton).(The center electrode was 100-pmdiamepressure of 1 o d Pa (z
ter wire.)
The case of an axial magnetic field superimposed along the z axis has been
investigated theoretically and experimentally (on HeT)(Johnson. 1983:
Lewis, 1983); in this case storage times should increase dramatically. Ions
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will eventually be lost by diihing in toward the center electrode: therefore.
storage times should be comparable to those of the Penning trap. However,
the frequency of the drift motion about the center of the trap will depend on
the distance from the z axis. for the Penning trap this drift (magnetron)
frequency is independent of radial position (neglecting nonunifom space
charge) and may be part of the reason for the slow evolution of the ion cloud
under the influence of ion -ion collisions.
m o r and his colleagues have used the Kingdon traps extensively for
spectroscopic studies (Prior, 1972;Prior and Wang 1977;see also Vane er
af., 198 1).Lewis (1983)has proposed to study the Aharonov-Bohm effect
in a Kingdon tmp.

D. ION CREATION

%

.

Certainly. the prevalent method for mating ions is from direct ionization
of neutrals inside the trap by an externally injecred electron beam. However.
many times it is desirable to rid the trap of extraneous ions. In the rftrap t h s
can be accomplished by operating the trap in the ”mass-selective” mode
(Le., near the bonom of the stabiiity dag” shown in Fig. 2). For the
Penning trap, high-mass ions may be excluded by exceeding the “critical”
voltage l.Section I1,B.l). For both mm.strcng resonant excitation at t5e
various motional frequencies can be used to drive unwanted ions from the
?Kip.
If an ion is injected into the trap from the outside, it must lose energy
inside the trap or it will eventually be lost. Such a scheme utilizing radiative
energy loss has been successfully realized for positrons (Dehmelt er al.. 1978:
Schwinberg et af.. 198 IC) and various “catching” schemes have been proposed (see. for example, Todd et al., 1976;0 and Schuessler, 1981, 1982;
Schuessler and 0,1981, and references therein).
Other possibilities for ion creation include photoinduced ion pair formation (Major and Schermann, 197l ) and dissociative attachment for negative
ion production (Blumberg er af.. 1978). Blart er af. (1979)have demonstrated capture of Ba+ ions from surface ionization followed by slowing
down with a hgh-pmsurc helium buffer gas. Coutandin and Werth ( 1982:
see also Blatt et af.,1982)have demonstrated a techniqw whereby ions from
an external source are first caught on a Pt ribbon. The neutds are then
evaporated from the ribbon and reionized inside the trap. They repon
overall efficiency of IO-’ and indicate that a significant increase in this
number is possible. Knight ( 198 1 ) repom capture of large numbers of ions
from laser-produced plasmas: such a technique might be the besr way to
produce ions from refractory metals. Charge exchange can also be used,
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particularly if the parent ion is easier to produce and isolate by direct
ionization than the daughter ion (1-0
and Wineland 1981). More recently, highly stripped ions have been trapped as recoils from collisions of
neutrals with highenergy, highly stripped ion beams (Vane et af., I98 1;
Church, 1982). These experiments have so far dealt only with collision
processes (electron capture), but the possibility of doing spectroscopy on
high-2 ions is very exciting.

E. ION DETECTION

-

Perhaps the most direct way to detect ion number is by ejedon-counting
methods (Dehmelt and Jefferts, 1962; Jefferts. 1968: Dawson and Whetten.
1968; G d e r af.. 1980; Dawson, 1980). By driving the resonant motion of
the ions, the resulting induced currents in the eiectrodes can be an effective
way to monitor ion number (Fisher, 1959; Dehmelt, 1967; Dehmelt and
Walls, 1968; Wineland and Dehmelt, 1975a; Blumberg et uf.. 1978; McIver,
1978a.b; Van Dyck and Schwinberg, 1981a). This can be quite sensitive
since a single electron or positron can be detected with good signal to noise
ratio. In one case, H2+
“test” ions have been used to sample 3He+ ion density
by observation of their spacecharge-shifted frequencies (Dehmelt, 1967;
Schuessler et af., 1969). Both the number and temperature of ions can be
monitored with the “bolomemc” technique (Debrselt and Walls, 1968;
Church and Dehmelt, 1969; Walls and Dum, 1974; Wineland and Dehmelt, 1 9 7 5 set
~ also Gaboriaud et af., 1981), where one observes the mean
square vaiue of the induced currents in the electrodes. Induced charge
frequency shifts (Wineland and Dehmelt, 1975a)might also be used to infer
ion number. Observation of Doppler-induced (Schuessler, 1971b; Major
and Werth, 1973; Major and DuchCne, 1975; Lakkaraju and Schuessler,
1982) or inhomogeneous magnetic field-induced sidebands on rf or microwave transitions can give information on cloud site and temperature. The
use of laser-induced fluorescence techniques can be utilized to detect both
ion cloud size and number as described previously. In the case of the
Penning trap, the cloud density can be measured by observing the magnetron rotation-induced Doppler shift of the ion rgonanca lines (Bollinger
and Wineland, 1983). The sensitivity of these fluorescence methods is
indicated by the ability to detect single ions (Neuhauser ef af.. 1980;
Wineland and Itano, 1981; Nagourney et af., 1983; Ruster et af., 1983).

F. POLAWATION
PRODUCTION/MONITORING
Ion samples have been polarized using spin exchange with polarized
neutral beams (Dehmelt, 1969; G d er d.,1968, 1969, 1972; Church and

.
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Mokri, 1971; Schucssler, 1979, 1980). Changes of polarization in thcse
experiments have been d e t d by observing the heating due to spindependent inelastic collisions or by detecting spindependent ion neutralization by detecting ion number. Changes in pokuktion of trapped electrons
have also been detected by observing changes in polarization of a transmitted atomic beam ( G M and Holzxheiter, 1980) or by the krnetic energy
dependence on polarization of electrons ejected into an inhomogeneous
field (Kienow er d.,1974; G M e t d.,1980). Optical-induced fluorescence
techniques discussed below may be the dominant choice in future expenments on atomic ions; we recall, however, that the ikst optical fechniques
relied on orientation dependence of ion photodissociation (Dehmelt and
Jefferts, 1 962). More mently, orientationdependent photodetachment has
been used (Jopson and Larson, 1981).

G.OTHERTYPESOF TRAPS
Variations on the types of traps discussed above have been considered. It
is possible to use the Paul and Penning traps in a combined mode (Fisher,
1959; 0 and Schuessler, 1980b), but such traps have not really been used yet
Some rftraps with a “race track” design based on a closed-loop configuration for the Paul mass spectrometer have also been tested (Church. 1969). In
addition,sixtlmrode rftrap with three-phasednve have also k e n demcingrated (Wuerker el d.,1959b Haught and Polk, 1966: Zaritskii er d..
197 I ). For many years, trapped ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) spccuometen (Mciver, 1970.1978a.b; Comisarow, 198 1 ) have been used bychemists:
th~sconfiguration is basically a Penning trap with rectangular electrodes.
(We note also that this is the typical configuration in a sputter ion pump.)
Trap anays (Major, 1977) have been proposed to increase overall trapping
efficiency and variations on the Kingdon trap have also been proposed
(McIlraith, 197 1). Finally we note the possible use of “space charge” traps
(Redhead.1967; Hasted and Awad, 1972; Donets and Pikin, 1976; Hamdan
et ai.. 1978). Such devices have been mainly used in collision snidies; for
hgh-resolution spectroscopy the traps described above Seem superior.

-

III. Lepton Spectroscopy

-I

A. HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE

The only stable leptons that can take advantage of the long containment
times possible in the Penning trap are the eiectron and the positron. Thus.
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inspired by the early spin exchange, optical pumping experiments at the
University of Washington (Dehmelt, 1956, 1958), these particles have
subsequently been trapped and studied to high precision in a series of highly
successful geonium experiments (Van Dyck, et al., 1977,1978; Schwinberg
et al., 198la, 198IC, 1983). However, the first truly precise rfspectroscopy
experiment, carried out on electrons in such a trap, was conducted by G.
G M a n d assoCiates in Bonn and Maim, West Germany. The Penning trap
was placed in the uniform magnetic field region of a standard atomic beam
machme (GI%€et ai.,1968). A state-selected sodium beam interactswith the
trapped electrons, causing the cloud to become polarized; subsequent spindependent energy-transfer collisions with the polarized atoms then lead to
an observable change in the number of electrons remaining in the trap after
a fixed interaction time. By applying a microwave field at the spin precession
frequency v, and then an rf‘field at the spincyclotron difference frequency
v., the free electron g-factor was measured to a precision of 0.3 ppm ( G M
et ai.. 1969):

-

&e-)/:
1.001,159,660(300)
(9)
This same experiment was subsequently modified to incorporate the nondestructive bolometric detection method discussed in Section I1.E. thus
yielding the g factor with approximately the same precision (see Church and
Mokn. 1971). However, the potential for imprcvezxnt was limite5 by
relatively large linewidths attributable to relativistic kinematics. secondorder Doppler effects, and possible magnetic field inhomogeneity over the
large electron cloud. Another possible limitation to ths work was the
electrostatic cloud shifts associated with the v, resonance (seeWineland and
Dehmelt, 197%).
About this same time, a different technique for measuring the electron (or
positron) g-factor had begun to show great promise at the University of
Michigan under the guidance of H. R. Crane (see Wilkinson and Crane.
1963: Rich, 1968ab). Referred to as the free precession method, the scheme
directly observes the relative orientation between the precessing spin and the
electron’s orbital momentum after a fixed containment time in a weak
magnetic mirror trap. This technique was drama$cally refined by A. Rich
and associates at Michigan (see Wesley and Rich, 1971), achieving a precision of 3 ppb in the electron’s g-factor:
g(e-)/2 = 1.001.159.657,700(3.500)

(10)

At this point. the precession method also found certain limitations such as

finite observation time. relativistic mass corrections. possible spacecharge
shifts. and large containment volumes (= 102 cm3 with corresponding

’
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uncertainty in the magnetic field. This experiment is presently being rebuilt

in hopes of achieving a precision of 0.0 10 ppb in the g-factor.
However. since 1959 H. Dehmelt and colleagues had been studying
electron clouds in a Penning trap at very low pressures (< 1 0 4 Pa or 1 0 - 1 1
Torr).cooled by coupling axially to a resonant tuned circuit. This early work
established the basic nondestructive bolomeuic technique (Dehmelt and
Walls, 1968) whereby either excitation of the cyclotron resonance or alternating excitation of spin and g-2 frequencies causes an increase in the
monitored axial temperature. This bolometric scheme thus produced a
g-factor measurement
g(e-)/2 = 1.001,159,580(80)

( 1 1)

whose precision appeared to be limited by electrostatic cloud perturbations
(Walls, 1970; Walls and Stein, 1973). However, these initial Penning trap
studies did point out the advantages of reducing the cloud to its ultimate
irreducible size, Le., a single electron, capable of being continuously ob
served for several days (Wineland et al.. 1973). This now set the stage forthe
geonium experiments d e d out on single electrons (Section IILB) and
single positrons (SectionIQC) by one of the authon (RSV)in collaboration
with P. Schwinbcrg and H. Dehmelt.

B. ELEC~RON
GEONNMEXPERIMENT
1 . The Geonium Atom

The basic apparatus (Van Dyck, et d.,1978) is shown schematically in
4. The electron’s driven axial motion at v,
60 MHz induces a
measurable voltage across the high-impedance tuned circuit. By keeping a
large drive amplitude fixed and the frequency set for off-resonanceexcitation (bv = 10 Idlt), the smallest unit of voltage is found (by loading
different bunches of electrons) for which all other signals are integral
multiples, thus s i g n i w g the p e n c e of a single electron. This can also be
verified by companng respective linewidths. Now isolated from external
perturbations within a relatively small volume (<3 x 10-7 c m 3 ) at dtraiow
pressures, the trapped electron is bound via the trap’s-electrode structure
and the magnet to the earth as if it were a mestanable pseudoatom. Th,o
University of Washington researchers therefore refer to this pseudoatom as
“geonium.” Fwher discussion of the geonium state can be found in a series
of tutorial lectures (Dehmelt, 1983; Ekstrom and Wineland, 1980).

Fig.
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FIG. 4. Schematic of the geonium apparatus. Placed into the bore of a supmonducting
solenoid and operated at 4.2 K the basic Penning trap is used to isolate single electrons and
detect their driven axial motion via a resonant tuned circuit. Magnetic vansitions arc observed
by coupling respecuve magnetic moments via the nickel ring to the precise axial resonance
frequency. (From Van Dyck et d.,1978.)
I

2. P ~ r c M Axial
x
Resonance Spectrometer
Because of the need for holes and slits in the basic electrodes and the
unavoidable truncation and machining imperfections of the surfaces. terms
higher than quadratic appear in the potential distribution (see Section 11). In
order to compensate for these effects, guard rings are placed between the
endcaps and ring and their potential is varied until the narrowest possible
unshified axial resonances are obtained. Le., reduced 100-fold relative to
those from uncompensated traps (Van Dyck ez d.,1976). The resulting
single electron linewidth (shown in Fig. 5 ) is within 10% of rhe expected
damping linewidth and the fnquency resolution is approximately 10 ppb
(for the signal-to-noise ratio as shown).
This narrow axial resonance is now used in a feedback detection circuit in
which a very stable frequency synthesizer supplies the rf drive. Of the two
quadrature components shown in Fig. 5 , the dispersion-shaped curve yields
the error signal, which is integrated to produce a correction that is added
back to the ring in order to close the loop. In this way, the axial motion is
locked to the synthesizer at vz and the correction signal is proponional to
any shift 6v,. This type of nondestructive synchronous detection of a single
electron (or ion) forms the precision axial-resonance spectrometer mode of
operation.
e

.

'

.
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FIG.5 . Graph of the synchronously detected a a l resonance. Linewidths of 8 Hz out of
60 MHz arc achieved in a well-compensatcdPenmng trap in a cryogenic (4.2 K)environment.
Both rhe absorption and dwenion phases of the signal arc p e n for thu resonance using a
OS-= ume constant. (FromVan Dyck er d..1978.)

3. Magnetic Coupling
The electron's mametic resonances have been indirectly observed by
constructing a shaUow magnetic bode obmned from a small nickel ring
located in the midplane of the ring electrode. The uniform axial fie!d B is
therefore modified (in cylindric211 coordinates) to yield
(12)

and

-

B, = B 2 c
where Bz is fixed at approximately 0.0 12 T/cm2 (or 120 G/cm2) when the
nickel ring is saturated: The weakinteraction with the electron's magnetic
moment yields an additional axial restoring force and the following axial
frequency shfc
dv, = (m

+ n + y1 + 5 4))
yc

::

(13

_-

where 6 = p,Bz/(2n2iMvZ)
= 1 Hz and the integers m; n, and q are respectively spin, cyclotron. and magnetron quantum numbers. Thus. t h s coupiing yields an occasional random jump in the bv, correcrion signal and a
1-Hz change in the resulting noise ''floor'' for each induced spin flip
(Am = f 1).
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This same magnetic bottle is also used to generate the perpendicular rf
field required to flip the electron’s spin. As indicated by the radial field B, in
Eq. ( 12), an auxiliary axial drive at v i combined with the cyclotron motion
generates sidebands at vs f v i . Since by definition v: v, - v;,, it follows
that v, is one of the rotating components.

-

4. Sideband Cooling

*

In order that the electron may be fo.und reliabiy at the same radial position
in time, it is centered at the top of the radial electric and magnetic hills by
using a novel sideband cooling technique first deveIoped at the University of
Washington, in which an inhomogeneous electric field is applied at v, + v,
to the trapping volume (Van Dyck et al.. 1978; Wineland. 1979). The
elecuon’s magnetron motion in the inhomogeneous field generates a field
component at v, which damps hv, quanta into the kned circuit with the
extm hv, quanta being absorbed into the magnetron motion, thereby
shrinking r,. Figure 6 strilungly confirms this process as the magnetic
coupling is also used to monitor changk in the magnetron magnetic moment [see Eq. ( 13)]. Note that r, grows exponentially when v, - v, drive is
applied. In addition, this sideband technique allows v, to be determined
and, when compared to vj/2v:, is found to agree within 100 ppm.
5. Resonance Data
As shown in Fig.4, a small diode is used both as a frequency multiplier to
generate the cyclotron drive and an antenna to launch microwaves into the

0

2

4

Tvme (minutes)

FIG. 6. Graph of changes in the magnetron orbit radius with time. The axial resonance
spearomcur technique is used to observe changes in the magnetron radius by driving the axial
motion on the v, & v, sidebands. In this way. hv, quanta are absorbmi (or emitted) in
conserving total energy, thereby shrinking (or expanding) the mqneuon orbit. (From Van
Dvck et ai.. 1978.)

.
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FIG.7. Graph of clamon gam” resonance data. The cyclotron resonance in (b) IS
measured at 5.5 T by dcvcang h e corresponding aual fqucncy s & h whlle uung a very low
mal dnve. The spln-flip data in (a) u o h n e d by dtCmaMg both a m n g devctron and
a u b r y dnves: the number of spm flips obsmcd out of say 30antmpts for a fixed-frcqucncy
auxdiary dnve IS ploncd In (c).

trap. Figure 7b shows a t39ical cyclotron resonance obtained at 5.5 T while
using the lowest axial drive that still maintains axial lock The interference
between axial dnve and thrmal noise $a the magnetic bottle makes such
low dnves necessary.Unfortunately. the signal-to-noseran0 tor such dnves
is inadequate to observe the 1-Hzsteps in the noise floor. Therefore. an
altemaung detection/drive scheme was used to obtain the spin tlip data
shown in Fig 7a For a fixed fnquency of the auxiliary drive, the number of
1-Hzaxial frequency steps produced out of say 30 attempts is counted and
plotted versus fi-cquency in order to yield an anomaly resonance typified by
that in Fig 7c; the resolution of this data is 40 ppb.

6. Results and Conclusions
The procedure for correcting the magnetic resonances for the presence of
Penning trap electrodes is nearly invariant to small misalignments or asymmetries (Brown and Gabrieise. 1982). Thus, the electron’s g-faaor (or
anomaly) is given to a precision greatly exceeding
by the following:

where v:, v:, and v, must be the observed resonant frequencies. Presently,
the measurement of v i has not shown any systematic errors. but v: has been
found to show a small negative shift (<4 X 1 0 - 8 for the 111 range of
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anomaly powers used) that depends on the strength of the auxiliary drive.
Though at present. no adequate explanation exists for this dependence, an
extrapolation to zero amplitude has yielded consistent anomalies for three
different magnetic field strengths: 1.8, 3.2, and 5.1 T. Various other small
shifts are possible (setVan Dyck et ai.. 1978: Dehmelt, 1981a 1983),but at
the present level of accuracy, none have been observed to affect the anomaly, either because they are too small or because they affect v i and v: in the
same way. An extrapolated unweighted average of all runs (Van Dyck et al.,
1979) yields

-

1.001.159.652.200(40)
(15)
g(e-)/2
which can be compared with the best theoretical prediction based on
quantum electrodynamics (Kinoshita and Lindquist, 1981) and the e/h
fine-structure constant a (Williams and Oisen, 1979):
gthY/2= 1.OO 1,159,652,460( 147)

(16)

Conversely, QED theory and the experimental g-factor predicts the finestructure constant:

a-l =137.035,993(10)
which agrees very well with the e/h determination of a:
CY-'

= 137.035,963( 15)

(17)

(18)

In order to reach a g-factor precision of 1 part in I Ot2 in the future, a new
bottleiess Penning trap is being deveioped [see Dehmelt (1981a) for a
possible bonleless detection scheme] which may utilize the relativistic mass
shift associated with the cyclotron excitation (Gabrielse and Dehmelt,
1980). A new trap technology is being developed which uses copper electrodes with a split ring for direct production of the spin-flip field. mounted
into an all-metal vacuum envelope with indium seals and nonmagnetic
ceramic feedthroughs (Gabrielse and Dehmelt, 1983).

C. POSITRONGEONIUM
EXPERIMENT
1. Preparing the Positron Geonitim State

The primary technological difference between this and the electron geonium experiment is the continuous positron loading scheme (Schwinberg et
ai.. 1981 c) which is completely static and relies upon radiation damping in a
separate storage trap (see Fig. 8). A sealed XNa positron emitter, mounted
off-axis (at Sro), is biased in such a way that a trappable positron passing
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FIG. 8. Schemanc ofthe double-trapconfiguration.The storage trapconwnsa sealed "Na
positron emitter locaud at +ro. SBE probes are wd in the sideband cooling scheme to W
y
center the tmpped pouuons pnor to uansfemng some of them into the h a y compensated
expenment uap. (From Schmnberg er uf.. 198 la)

through the source hole will have most of its energy (= 100 keV) in the
radial motion and will be temporanly trapped for one magnetron period.
before returning to its original entry point. During this time, enough axial
energy may be extracted by the damping circuit to permanently trap the
. positron and to subsequentlv thermalize its axlal motion. In c c n m . the
relativistic cyclotron energy will damp quickly (a few seconds) by synchrotron radiation. Finally, the trapped positron is centered using the motional
sideband technique described in Section III.B.1. A typical loading rate
during early liquid helium operation at 5.1 T was 23 et/hr with a 0.5 mCi
source within a 5-V deep storage trap (Schwinberg er ai., 1981~).
The carefully constructed compensated experiment trap (also shown in
Fig. 8) was found to be necessary becaw the large off-axis holes. required
for positron loading,prevent the storage trap from being fully compensated.
Therefore, some of the centered positrons are moved into the experiment
trap by pulsing the two adjacent endcaps down to the approximately
common ring potential (-8 to - 10 V) for a few microseconds. Once
transferred. they are detected by using a large off-monance axial drive
similar to the loading drives described for electrons in Section III,B, I. After
determining that more than one have been transfei-red. the excess are
systematically ejected using intense rfpulses at v, v i m the enclosed side
band excitation (SBE) probe. The pulse amplitude is carefully adjusted in
order to require at least 10 consecutive pulses to eject an e- from the cloud.
Once a positron is isolated. the axial dnve is reduced in order to observe a
4 - H t axial resonance that is used in the precision axial spectrometer mode
described in Section III.B.1.

+
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RG.9. Graph ofthe positmu geonium resonance data The cyclotron resowcc in (a)has
a lincshape characraized by a high-hquency exponential tail md a iow-fiequtncy edge (for
&,, = 0); the doned curve is an exponential with a 24-kH2 decay constant. The comsponding
anomaly resonancc in (b) is simiiar to the cyclotron resonance. but with an cdgc feature
convolved with the relaxation rate for the axial resonance. The solid line in (b) represents the

ideal lineshape with a 12.5-Hz decay constant (From Schwinbcrg ef PI.. 1981a)

2. Measurements

For this apparatus, the magnetic bottle produces a 1.3-Hz shift per unit
change in the magnetic quantum level as described in Section 111,B,3.Egurc
9a shows a typical positron cyclotron resonance but now with s d c i e n t
resolution to observe a linewidth charaaerized by a high-frequency exponential tail due to the coupled thermal Boltzmann distribution of axial
states. The dotted curve repmcnts an exponential with a 24-kHz decay
constant. However, this broad linewidth does not limit the resolution since
it is the sharp low-fkquency edge (for k - 0 ) that corresponds to a
cyclotron excitation at the bottom of the axial magnetic well. For this
example, the field is resolvable to 10 ppb. Figure 9b shows the corresponding anomaly resonance taken upon alternating the detection and
excitation (as explained in Section III,B,5). The characteristic shape is
similar to that of the cyclotron resonance, though the edge feature is
typically smeared by the niaxation rate of the axial states. Therefore, the
precision of the anomaly edge feature, taken as:the half linewidth. is
= 30 ppb.
3. Results and Conciusions
Time studies of the cyclotron resonancesfound an effective magnetic field
jitter (=A25 ppb over sz 102 sec) which is believed to be due to collisions
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with background gas varying the minimum radial position in the magnetic
bottle. The source of this background was later traced to a small crack in the
glass envelope. However, prior to rebuilding the positron apparatus, the
only systematic effm o b w e d was again the small negative s M proportional to the mngth of the auxiliary axial drive vi. From four initial
positron runs, a preliminary positron g-factor (Schwinbag et d.,1981ab)
g(e+)/2 -1.001,159,652222(50)

(19)

is obtained from a weighted least squares extrapolation using the systematic
power dependence observed for .the previous electron work. This rcsult
agrees well with the electron’s g-factor (Eq. ( 1S)] and the theoretical prediction [Eq.( 16)].It is also 20,000tima more precise than the only other duecr
measurement of the positron g-factor (Gilleland and Rich. 1972) using the
Michigan freeprecession technique. finally, by combining measured e-and
ef g-facton, the comparison
g(e+)/g(e-)

=1

+ (22 f64)X

(20)

may well represent the most seven symmetry test of charge conjugationpanry reversal -time reversal (CPT)invariance known to date. An excellent
dscussion of the dixrete symmemes using free lqtons can be found in a
miew by Field et d.(1979).

Iv. Massspectroscopy
A. INTRODUC~ON
Becaw of long containment times and small sample volumes, the
Penning map is an ideal device for measuring the mass of sable ions using
ion cyclotron resonances. This can be compared to such devices as the
resonance rf mass spectrometer of Smith and Wapstra (1973, whxh has
demonstrated a resolution of 1 - 10 ppb by carefully controlling various
systematic effects. In contrast, an ion cooled down in a Penning trap can be
confined to such a small volume that both the electric qnd magnetic fields
can be easily controlled by using small electric steeringfields (VanDyck er
al.. 1980), guard electrodes for compensation, and magnetic shim coils for
producing the required field symmetry and uniformity. Finally, refined rf
techniques allow small numbers (610) of light ions (< 10 u) to be observed
in such a trap, and weak self-contained sources can be used without apprctiably altering the background prcssun. Eventually, laser fluorescence tech-
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niques may allow simple detection of single ion mass ratios by observing
changes in fluorescence as the ion orbits are excited (Wineland et af.,1983).
This section specifically describes direct precision measurements of the
proton-to-electron mass ratio (%/me) using the Penning trap. However,
variations of these same techniques could be used to measure any of the light
ion masses (such as 3H and 3He) with an in situ field calibration obtained
using either the electron or proton cyciotron resonance. Ultimately, these
techniques may also be used to study more exotic species such as the
antiproton (Dehmelt er uf., 1979; ToreU, 1980).
Presently, there are three direct measurements of %/meusing the Penning trap to alternately confine both e- and p+: two at the University of
Maim and one at the University of Washington.

.

B. FIRSTMAINZEXPERIMENT
This experiment by G i m e r and Klempt (1978) has a thermionically
produced electron beam which ionizes background hydrogen gas, obtained
in the
from a palladium leak, to produce secondary electrons, H+, and H2+
trapping volume. A pressure of IO-' Pa (or 10-9 ?OH) then yields storage
times of = 60 sec for protons and = 60 min for electrons. Typically, a few
thousand ions would be trapped and detected via their axial motion interacting with a tuned circuit across the endcaps. By sweeping the dc ring
voltage V,, the axial resonance at vz can be made to coincide with the
frequency of the tuned circuit, thus yielding a detectable decrease in signal as
I
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FIG. 10. Graph of the proton cyclotron resonance. rcle final average number of trapped
protons is ploncd versus fkquency for the case of V,, = 20 V. Resonance is indicated by an
= 25% decrease in the number of protons remaining in the trap per cycle after the rfdrive is
applied. and the solid line is a Gaussian line fit with a 0.15 ppm statistical uncenainty in v:(p+).
(From Ci-ner and Klempt. 1978.1
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FIG. 11. Graph of the proton cyclotron Frrquency versus the trapping potential. The
bolomctridly measured vxp-) has bcen comcted for various s m a l l systematic effects such Y
space charge and field inhomogeneity s h h . The stmght line represents a linear least squares tit
that IS cxmpolated to zero in order to yield v,(p*). (FromGiimcr and Klempt. 1978.)

the ions short out the noise c o ~ i r from
s
the tuned circuit,The vk&h of the
resulting notch can be used to estimate the number of trapped ions (Wineland and Dehmelf 1975a).
A complete detection cycle bqyns with a pulse of electrons to load the
ions, followed by a storage time for cooling the motion, an interaction nme
when rf fields are applied, a linear sweep of Voto detect the ions, and a final
electric pulse to clear the trap. Excitation of the cyclotron resonance produces an increase in cloud temperature and an enhanced loss of trapped
ions. A typical example of a proton cyclotron resonance is shown in Fig. 10.
Each point represents the number of remaining protons per cycle averaged
over many complete cycles at each frequency setting. A typical 2-ppm
linewidth could be statistically resolved to 0.25 ppm. but the final error is
increased by 10 because of such systematic e f f m as the uncenainty in the
electric field strength, inhomogeneity and decay in time of the magnetic
field. and spacexharge broadening and shifting of thedyclotron resonances
in an imperfect Penning trap.
From Section 1I.B. the trapping electric field s h h the cyclotron frequency as follows:
v:

-

y,

+ C V O / [ m j + 2=w01

(21)

Thus, the extrapolation to zero potential as shown in Fig. 1 1 yields the
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unshifttd frequency v,(p+) with a combined uncertainty of 2.6 ppm. However, because of its much greater frequency (160 GHz), the electron’s
cyclotron frequency is much less affected by space-charge effects and residual anhannonicity. But in this case, relativistic shifts due to the increased
energy of the stored electrons contribute greatly to the 1.3-ppm uncertainty
in v,(e->; thus, the final mass ratio is

%/me = 1836.15020(530)

(22)

C. SECONDMAINZEXPERIMENT
This experiment (by G M et ai.. 1980, 1983) has a compensated copper
Penning trap with the central ring electrode split parallel to the z axis in
order to apply an r f e l d c field normal to the axial magnetic field. The trap
is installed in one end of a 37cm-long copper drift tube which extends well
out of a superconducting solenoid. A channel plate hector is mounted at
the receiving end of the drift tube to count ions (or electrons) versus their
arrival time at the detector. The entire apparatus is mounted horizontally
into the bore of a 6.4-Tshimmed superconducting magnet.
Unlike the previous Maim mearch in which v; is measured versus V,,
transition at v, (i.e.. v i v,)
’ this experiment ‘~scos3 diirec: induzion uf
appiieii at low electric field sucngths. The experimental procedure begins by
pulsing thermionic electrons for = 100 mSec to produce either trapped
electrons or protons. During the following 1 sec, the ring-endcap potential
is ramped down to 1 V and (for the proton case)an axial drive is simultaneously applied to sweep out all extraneous ions such as Hf, H,+,
and He+.
The cyclotron frequency v, is then applied for = 500 m m , after which the
trap is cleared by a linear voltage sweep with a superimposed sequence of
pulses that define the starting time of the ejected panicles and start a set of
fast counters which accumulate data to generate the timesf-flight s p e c ” .
The flight time of the moving charge is determined by its initial kinetic
energy along the z axis and by the size of its magnetic moment. In other
words, when the rf field is reSonant at v,, the transverse orbit increases,
resulting in the greater acceleration of the charge in the inhomogeneous field
along the drift tube axis; the corresponding reduction in the proton’s average
time of flight is shown in Fig. 12. Note that the mean flight time (e30 psec)
is reduced by several percent and the linewidth (FWHM) is 0.3 ppm. Similar
plots were obtained for the electron case,but with a typical average flight
time of 3 psec and a linewidth of 0.4 ppm.
The largest proton systematic efiect is shown in Fig. 13, where v, is plotted
versus the number of trapped ions (and extrapolated to zero). However, for
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the electron the absorbed microwave power products a sizeable relativistic
m a s increase, and thus a shift and broadening of the v, monance. Since the
lineshape could not be explained theoretically, half'the FWHM linewidth is
taken as the experimental unceminty. The experiment was ais0 performed
at two different magnetic fields. 5.28 and 5.51 T, and the multing mass
ratios (which agreed within their statistid MOTS) were averaged io yield

-

%/me 1536.15270(110)
(23)
This result agrees well with the first Maim experiment and the previous leas
squares adjusted value (Taylor, 1976; Phillips et uf.. 1977):

m,/m, = 1836.15165(68)

80,620,730~

(24)
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D. UNIVERSITY
OF WASHINGTON
EXPERIMENT
I . Experimental Method

This experiment by Van Dyck and Schwinberg (198 la, 1983) utilizes a
somewhat smaller Penning trap than either Mainz experiment since a
smaller size is more favorable (Le.. faster response time) for the synchronous
detection scheme discussed in Section III.B.2. The trap contains a field
emission point as an electron source, magnetic rings in each endcap for
generating the axial magnetic coupling, and a hydrated titanium filament as
a hydrogen source.
The fundamental experimental method also differs from the Maim
experiments in that the unperturbed cyclotron frequency v, -is obtained
by
combining the three actual observed resonant frequencies v;, vz, and v,
[where the bars allow for small perturbations; see Brown and Gabrielse
(1982))

vf = ;;z+ 4 +

(25)
This is equivalent to Eq. (5b) in the limit of negligible imperfections and
misalignments. The perturbed frequencies are then observed using at least
one of three tuned preamplifiers: one on each endcap for axial detect.;m
[v(e-) * 136 M H r and vXp+) = 10 MHz] and one on the ring electrode split
into four equal quadrants. This four-part “quadring” design allows the
proton’s cyclotron resonance to be excited by a balanced drive applied on
two opposite quadrants and detected on the other pair externally tuned to
the proton’s cyclotron resonance at vf(p+) = 76.4 MHz.

2. Measurements
With a 2.5-V well depth. the quadring trap could be adequately compensated in order to observe a single electron with a tuned circuit damping
linewidth of = 10 Hz (out of 136 MHz). The corresponding cyclotron
resonance for this electron has a magnetic bottle-induced linewidth of
20-30 ppb and a low-frequency edge with resolution of 3 ppb (typical of
that shown in Fig. 9a). With a well depth of -26 V. small numbers (<40) of
protons can also be trapped and synchronously detected to yield very
narrow (60.2 Hz)cyclotron resonances (see Fig. 14). In fact. on one occasion a reproducible linewidth of 0.03 Hz was observed to yield a precision
greater than 0.5 ppb. The synchronously detected axial resonances have
50 times less resolution. but their relative contribution to the accuracy of
v,(p+) is only 7?0 via the magnetron (or correction) frequency.
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3. Results
In order to eliminate the effects of space-chqe fields upon the ion cloud
dissimilar ions are
cyclotron resonance (see Wineland and Dehmelt. 1975~).
selectively removed using strong rf drives at their characteristic axial frequencies. However. ths does not eliminate the dependence on the number
of trapped ions in an imperfect Penning trap (Van @ck and Schwinberg.
1983; Liebes and Franken, 1959). Since v,(e-) was conveniently measured in
preliminary work using small electron clouds (<50 e-) and did not exhibit a
number dependence, the mass ratio %/me= v,(e-)/v,(p+), plotted in Fig.
15. reflects only the number dependence of v&p+).A linear fit of this data
finds a relative slope of - 1.2 X 10-*0/ion. This can be compared wth
-4.0 X lO+/ion found in the second Maim experiment and
1.1 X
lO-*/ion produced by an earlier uncompensated quadring trap.
The intercept of the linear fit in Fig. 15 corresponds to the preliminq
mass ratio %/me 1836.15300(7). However. an analysis of bottle-related
posirion dependence of the magnetic field suggests that a systematic error as
large as 0.1 ppm may exist if the two charge types do not have the same
average position in space. Thus, a preliminary mass ratio (Van Dyck and

+
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FIG. 15. Graph of the mass ratio versus the proton number. This dependence follows from
the sensitivity of v&p+) to the number oftrapped protons. The vertical and horizontal error ban
ye determined primarily by the v & c ) tinmidth and the axial proton number calibration,
rcspecuvely;the relative dope of the depmdcnce is 1.2 X lWO/ion. (From Van Dyck and
Schwinberg, 198 la)

-

Schwinberg, 1981b) of

(26)
reflects the location uncertainty in the magnetic field. This systematic effect
can be carefblly checked in future experiments by directly varying the
magnetic bottle strength B2.

n$/m,= 1836.153OO(25)

.

V. Atomic and ~ I o l e c Ion
u ~ Spectroscopy
A. OPTICAL ATOMICION SPECrROSCOPY

Relatively little optical spectroscopy has been performed on stored
atomic ions, even though laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) provides a very
sensitive detection method. Probably, this is due to the fact that few ionic
resonance lines lie in the visible region of the spectrum,where tunable lasers
are available.
Fluorescence of Ba+ ions stored in rf traps has-been observed, using a
hollow cathode lamp (Duchine er al.. 1977) or a dye laser ( I s n d e r and
Werch, 1977a) as a light source. The hyperfine splitting of the 493-nm D,
line of *3’Ba+ was observed by Blatt er af. ( 1979). The absolute wavelength
(Drullinger er al., 1980; Nagourney and Dehmelt, 198 l a b ) and isotope and
hyperfine splittings (Drullinger er af., 1980) of the 280-nm D2line of Mg+
have been measured, using frequencydoubled dye lasers. A saturation dip

,
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in the 493-nm Ba+ line was o k e d by IiEndcr and W e d ( 1977b),
showing that Doppler-fnx optical spectroscopyof ions is possible. m o r and
Knight ( 1980) have obscrved hysteresis and line-narrowing e f f e due to

hyperfine optical pumpmg in the LIF Epectrum of meustable Li+ in an rf
trap. As discussed in Section IJ, optical excitation of ions has been used as a
probe to measure ion cloud spatlai distributions (Knight and %or, 1979;
Schaaf et d..I98I), ion trapping eficiencies (If3bder and Werth, 1 9 7 7 ~
Plumelle er uf.. 1980; Blatt er d..1979), lifetimes of meranable levels
1980),
(Schneiderand Wenh, 1979; Knight and Prior, 1980;Plumelle et d.,
and decay branching ratios (Osipowin and We1981).

B. LASERCOOLING
Laser cooling (also called optical sideband cooling or xadiation-prrssure
cooling) was fim proposed for trapped ions by Wineland and Dehmelt
( 1975b) and for free atoms by Hibsch and Schawlow (1 975). This is a
method by which a beam of light can be used to damp the velocity of an
atom or ion. Thus, it is useful for reducing the second-order Doppler (time
&lation) shift and fimsrder Doppler broadening of resonance lines. Most
theore5cai treatments of laser cooling of n o d ions assume a harmonic
trapping potential, a case which is approximated by the rf a p (Neuhawr
et ai..19SC; Wineiand a d IMO, 1979; Javanainen and Stenhoim, 19813,
1981nb: Javanainen. 1980, 1981ab An& et af., 1981; Itano and Wineland. 1982).Itano and Wineland ( 1982)treat laser cooling in a Penning trap.
A harmonically bound ion can be cooled by a monochromatic laser beam
tuned slightly lower in frequency than a strong resonance transition. For the
usual experimental case.in which the natural linewidth of the transition is
much greater than the ion’s frtquencies of motion, the proccss cin be
described as follows: When the velocity of the ion is directed against the laser
beam, the light ficquency in the ion’s frame is Doppler-shifted closer to
resonance, so that light scattering takes place at an increased rate. Since the
photons an emitted in random directions, the net effect is to slow the ion
down, due to the absorption of photon momentum. When the velocity of
the ion is directed along the laser beam, the light frtquency is shifted fanher
from resonance, so that it scatters photons at a reduced rate. The net effect.
over a motional cycle, is to damp the ion’s velocity.-If the laser is tuned
above resonance, it causes heating. The minimum number of scattering
events required to cool an ion substantially, starring from 300 K, is an the
order of 104, which is the ratio of the ion’s momentum to the photon’s
momentum. When the transition linewidth is larger than the motionai
frequencies the lowest temperature that can be achieved is on the order of
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+fa ?/Ice, where y is the natural linewidth in angular frequency units. Typically, this is on the order of 0.1 to 1 mK. This limit is the result of a balance
between the average damping force just described and heating due to
fluctuations in the force, caused by the discreteness of the momentum
transfers in the photon scattering events. Other cases have been treated
theoretically. If the natural linewidth of the aansition is less than the
frequencies of motion, laser cooling is analogous to motional side-band
cooling of the magnetron mode, as described for electrons in Section 111.
Laser cooling of the cyclotron and axial modes of an ion in a Penning trap
works in the same way as in a harmonic trap, for the case where the natural
linewidth is much greater than any of the frequencies of motion. However,
cooling of the magnetron mode requires that the momentum transfers take
place preferentially in the same direction as the magnetron velocity (Wineland et 01.. 1978).This can be arranged by focusing the laser beam so that it is
more intense on the side of the trap axis on which the magnetron velocity is
directed along the direction of light propagation. Simultaneous cooling of all
three modes is possible with the proper frequency detuning, orientation, and
intensity profile of the laser beam (Itano and Wineland, 1982). The minimum temperature is again about +hy/kE.
Laser cooling of stored ions has been achieved by groups at Heidelberg
and Boulder and more recently at Seattle (Nagourney er al.. 1983). The
Heidelberg group has cooled Rzt in an rf trap using a cw dye laser tuned to
the 493-nm D, resonance line (Neuhauser et al., 1978% b. 1980). Ions
excited to the 6 *PI,,level can decay to the 5 ZDj/2metastable level as well as
to the ground state. In order to provide continuous laser cooling, a second
cw dye laser at 650 nm was used to transfer ions in the 5 ZD,,,
level back to
the 6 zP,,2level, from which they could decay back to the ground state. Small
numbers of ions (down to one ion) were observed visually and photognphically, through a microscope, by LIF. Figure 16 is a photograph of a single
ion from these experiments. The image of a single ion, after deconvolution
of instrumental effects, was determined to be about 0.2 pm in diameter,
implying a temperature on the order of 36 mK. The 6 'S112-6 2P,12-5 *D3,,
stimulated Raman resonance on a single ion has been observed by scanning
the 650-nm laser, while keeping the 493-nm laser fixed (Neuhauser et ui.,
1981; Dehmelt, 1982). This resonance is potentfilly very sharp, because
the lifetime of the metastable level is 17.5 sec (Schneider and Werth. 1979).
The rf trap used for the single-ion experiments was extremely small, with a
separation between endcap electrodes 2z0 z 0.5 mm. in order to provide
strong confinement. This makes it easier to satisfy the Dicke criterion
(confinement to dimensions less than the wavelength), which makes the
first-order Doppler broadening disappear (Dicke. 1953).
The Boulder group has cooled Mg+ (Wineland et al., 1978; Drullinger et
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d..1980; Wineland and Itano, 1981)and Be+ (Wineland and Itano, 1982),
stored in Penning traps. The D7resonance Lints at 280 nm and 313 nm for
Mg+and Be+, rrspectively, were used to provide cooling, The UV radiation
was generated by frequency doubling the outputs of cw dye lasers in
nonlinear crystals. The W power was typically on the order of 1OpW.
These ions can each be cooled using only one laser frtquency, unlike Ba+,
because of the absence of intermediate metastable levels. The primary
advantage of the Penning trap over the rftrap is the absence of rfhcating, so
that a cloud of ions can be cooled, even with a low-power source. (For a
single ion, rf heating is not as sevm a problem.) For some spectroscopic
applications, the magnetic field required for operation of the Penning trap
may be a disadvantage. Also, because of practical limitations on the magnitude of the magnetic field which can be applied, satisfying the Dicke
criterion with a cooled ion is more difficult than with an rftrap.
The fim observation of laser cooling of MgC ionswas made by monitoring
the power of the currents induced by the thermal motions of the ions at the
axial frequency (the bolomeuic technique discussed in Section 11). For a
fixed number of ions, this power is proportional to the temperam. The
temperature was observed to decrease when the ions were illuminated by
light tuned below the resonance fresuency and to incndsc when the light
was tuned above resonance, clearly demonstrating the laser coc!kg and
heating effects (Wineland et d.,1978). In later experiments, sl~crrSOnance
fluorescence photons emitted by the Mg+ions were counted by a photomultiplier tube. The measurement of the Doppler widths of the resonance
c w e s , obtained by scanning the laser, indicated that the temperatureof the
ion cloud was below 0.5 K (Drullinger et uf., 1980).
It is easier to achieve very low temperatures with small numbers of ions,
because space charge increases the radial electric field, which increases the
magnetron velocity. In the limit of a single ion, this effect is absent. In order
to achieve the lowest possible temperatures. experiments were performed on
single ions (Wineland and Itano, 1981). In Fig, 17, the detected fluorescence
intensity from a small cloud of 24Mg+
ions is shown as a hnction of time.
The three step-decreases are due to the loss of individual 24M6ions by
charge exchange with ZMg atoms coming from an oven. The last plateau
above background is due to a single, isolated ion. Optical Doppler width
measurements showed that the combined cyclotron and magnetron temperature was 50 f 30 mK. The axial motion was not cooled as efficiently,
because the direction of propagation of the light beam was nearly perpendicular to the z axis. The axial temperature was estimated to be about 600 mK
from a measurement of the extent of the axial excunions. Preliminary,
unpublished results on clouds of Be+ ions indicate that cyclotron magne-
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FIG.17. Graph of the fluorcsancc from a small cloud of24Mg+ions The t h e e largt steps
arc due to the 1 0 9 of indwidual ions The last plareau above background is the t l u o ~ r e
from a single ion. (FromWineland and Itano. 1981.)

uon temperatures less than 100 mK have been achieved (Bollinger and
Wineland, 1983).

c. blICROWAVE AND rf ATOMICION SPECTROSCOPY
Gbservation of microwave or rfresonance transitions by absovtion ofthe
radiation is not generally fusible because of the small number of stored
ions. so more sensitwe dercction methods have to be devised. The general
scheme of all such methods includes t h m steps: ( 1) creation of a population
difference between two states. (2) transfer of population from the greater to
the lesser populated state by resonant d a t i o n , and (3) detection of the
population transfer.
In the ion storage exchange collision (ISEC)method, collisions with
polarized atoms are used to carry out steps ( 1) and (3). Dehmelt and Major
( 1962) detected the rf Zeeman resonance of *He+ions stored in an rf trap.
The ions werc polarized by spinexchange collisions with a beam of Cs
atoms, which were polarized by irradiation wirh circularly polarized MOnance light. A change of the He+ polarization,induced by resonant rf, was
detected by a change of the number of ions remaining in the trap, due to
spindependent chargeexchange collisionswith the same atomic beam. The
method was later used to observe hyperfine transitionsin ground-state We+,
wth linewidths as small as 10 Hz (Fortson et ai.. 1966; Major and Dehmelt.
1968; Schuessler et d.,
1969). A u f i a r y rf fields were r e q u d in order to
make transitions which did not change the average electron spin poiarizetion detectable. The zero-field hyperfine sepaxation Av, was determined to
be 8,665,649,867(IO) Hz.
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Prior and Wang (1977) have measured the zero-field hyperfine splitting
in the metastable 2s level of 3He+, Av2, obtaining a vdue of
1,083,354,980.7(8.8) Hz. The ions were stored in a Kingdon trap. The
population difference was created by using an auxiliary microwave field to
drive ions in one hyperfine state to the 2 2P,n level, which decayed immediately. The hyperfine transition was then driven, and ions which made the
transition were detected by counting the Lyman a decay photons when the
auxiliary microwave field was applied again. The quantity DZl= (8Av2 Av,), obtained from these Wo ion storage experiments, is of interest as a test
of quantum electrodynamic calculations, because it is largely free of nuclear
structure coffectioI1s.
Optical-pumping double-resonance methods, in which population differences are created by illumination with resonance light and transitions are
detected by changes in the absorption or fluorescence of the light, have been
used previously on many neutral and charged atomic systems. Major and
Werth (1973, 1978) were the first to apply this method to ion storage
spectroscopy, in a measurement of the ground-state hyperfine structure of
"Hg+ ions in an rf trap. A 202Hg+19Lnm D,resonance lamp was used to
optically pump the IwHg+ ions into the F = 0 hyperfine state. because its
spectrum strongly overlapped the '*Hg+ D,resonance transition from the
F = 1 state. The hyperfine resonance was detected by an increase in the
fluorescence intensity. Work on this system has continued, because of its
possible use as a frequency standard (Schuessler. 1971a; McGuire et al.,
1978: Jardino and Desaintfuscien, 1980: Jardino ef al.. 198l a b Cutler et af..
1982; Maleki, 1982). The most recent determination of the zero-field fiequency is Av = 40.507,347,996.9(0.3) H t (Cutler et al.. 1982).
Recently, optical pumping experiments on stored ions have been performed using tunable lasers as light sources. The ground-state hyperfine
splittings of 137Ba+(Blatt and Werth, 1982), 135Ba+(Becker et d.,1981).
and I7*Yb+(Blatt et al., 1982) have been measured, using pulsed dye lasers
and rf traps. The results were Av(I3'Ba+) = 8,037,741.667.69(0.37)
Hz, AV(L3SBa+) = 7,183,340,234.35(0.47) Hz, and AY(l7lYb+) =
12,642.8 12.114.2( 1.4) Hz. Microwave resonances as narrow as 60 mHz
were observed in l7IYb+(see Fig. 18).This has a line Q (resonance frequency
divided by FWHM) of 2 X l o l l . In some cases, optical pumping out of the
absorbing ground state prevents use of the double-resonance method. This
problem may be overcome. however. with the use of collisional relaxation
(Blatt and Werth, 1982: Ruster et ai.. 1983).
Microwave and rftransitions in laser-cooled Mg+ (Wineland er al., 1980:
Itano and Wineland. 1981) and Be+ (Wineland and Itano. 1982) stored in
Penning traps have been observed by optical-pumping, double-resonance
techniques. Laser cooling greatly reduces the secondsrder Doppler shift,
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(From Blan et ul.. 1982.)

which is a major source of uncertainty in 0th- high-resolution stored-ion
spectroscopic measurements. The optical pumping process is somewhat
unusual in that population is transferred info the ground-state sublevel
whch is coupled most strongly to the excited state by the laser. A transition
from this sublevel to another c a w s a temporary decrease in the f l u e
rexence level. Since the number of photons not scattered during the time it
takes the laser to pump an ion back into its original sublevel can be much
greater than one, transitions can be detected with almost 100% efhciency
(Wineland et af.. 1980). Electronic spin reorientation transitions in l r M g t
and both electronic and nuclear spin reorientation uansitions in yMg+ were
observed. Auxiliary rf fields were required in order t9. make some of the
transitions observable. At a magnetic field near 1.Z4T, the first derivative of
the (iM, = -3, M, = +) to (M, -+,M, = +) transition goes to zero. The
resonance shown in Fig. 19 was obtained at that field and has a linewidth of
only 12 mHz. The oscillatory lineshape results from the use of the Ramsey
interference technique (Ramsey, 1956), applied in the time domain. Two
coherent rf pulses, 1.02 set long and separated by 4 1.4 sec, were applied. By
fitting resonance frequencies to the Breit-Rabi fonnula, values were ob-
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tained for the hyperfine constant [A = -596,254,376(54) Hz] and the
nuclear to electronic g-factor ratio (81/gJ' 9.299,484(75) X 10-5). The
uncertainties could be greatly reduced by observing another fieid-independent transition. Similar spectroscopy was performed on 913e+.Two field-independent transitions have been observed: (MI
= 3, MJ = -+) to (MI* 4,
M, = -+,) at 0.68 T and (MI
=-+,M, -4) to (MI
==-+,M, =+)at 0.82 T.
The magnetic field was calibrated by observing the cyclotron resonance of
electrons which we= *gped alternareiy in the same apparatus as the
ions. Preliminary values for the ground-state constants are A -625,008,837.048( 10) HZ, gI/g, = 2.134,779,853(2) x lo-*, and gJ =
2.002,263(6). A 9&+ Ramsey resonance curve is shown in Fig. 20. The rf
pulses were 2 sec long and were separated by 4 sec.
G M ( 1982) has proposed a method of observing parity- and time reversal-violating interactionsby driving nuclear spin reorientation transitions in
stored atomic ions, using rf eiecaic and magnetic fields of the same fre-
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quency but differrnt relative phases. The method is particularly sensitive to
the nuclear spindependent part of the parity-violating weak neutral current
interaction, which has not yet been observed in atomic systems. Relative to
atomic beam methods. the stored ion method has the advantage of longer
coherent interaction times and the disadvantage of lower signal-to-noise
ratio.

D. APPLICATIONTO FREQUENCY
STANDARDS

-

The use of microwave or optical transitions of stored atomic ions in
frequency standards has the combined advantages of long coherent interaction times (hence narrow linewidths) and small perturbations. The main
disadvantage is the low signal-to-noiseratio due to the small number of ions
that can be stored.
Work on frequency standards based on the 40.5-GHzhyperfine transition
ions has already been mentioned The use of a field-independent
of
transition in laseraoled BIHg+ ions stored in a Penning trap has been
proposed for a primary microwave frequency standard (Wineland PT al.,
198I a). For microwave frequency standards, it may be particdariy desirable
to use a large number of ions in order to increase the signal-to-noiseratio.
Therefore, the lazes systematic Ikquency shift z z y be due to ttc wcoiidorder Doppler shift. For an rftrap thiswill be caused by the kinetic energy in
the micromotion; for a Penningtrap thiswill be caused by the kinetic energy
in the magnetron motion (Wineland, 1983).
Optical frequency standards have the basic advantage of higher Q for
fixed coherent interaction time. Dehmelt has proposed optical fkquency
standards based on forbidden transitions of single. lascr-cooled group IILA
ions (TI+,
In+, Ga+,Al+, or B+) stored in small rftraps (Dehmelt, 1982).
Penning traps or Penninurf trap combinations might ais0 be used (Wineland and Itano, 1982b). The 6 2SIn-6 2P,n-5 2D3nRaman transition in Ba+
could be used as a reference to generate a stable infr;utd difference frequency in a nonlinear crystal (Neuhauser er d.,1981; DehmelS 1982).
Also in Ba+, the 5 'DSn to 5 2D3n 12-pm transition (Dehmelt er al., 1982)
and the quadrupole-allowed6 2SIR to 5 2D,,2 1.8-pm transition (Dehmelt,
198 I b) have been proposed as standards. Other high4 optical transitions in
Sr+ (Dehmelt and Walther. 1975), Pb+, I+, and Bit (Strumia, 1978) have
been suggested for stored ion frequency standards. The wo-photon (Bender
er al.. 1976; Wineland PI uf., 198la) or single-photon quadrupole (Wineland
er af.. 1981b) 5di0 6s 2S,nto 5d9 6s' 2D,n transition in Hg+has also been
suggested. Two-photon transitions have the advantage of being h - o r d e r
Doppler free even for a cloud of many ions, where it is impossible to satisfy
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the Dicke criterion at optical wavelengths. They have the disadvantage that
the large fields required to drive the transition cause ac Stark stufts.

E. MOLECULARION SPECTROSCOPY
As the species under investigation becomes more complex, fewer of the
trapped ions reside in the particular states of interest. Therefore, the fact that
molecular spectroscopy is possible at all in the ion traps where so few ions
are present is indeed remarkable. Nevertheless, the traps do provide some
advantages over other methods for molecular ion specmscopy. First, the
environment in a high vacuum can provide cleaner operating conditions for
the ions. thereby suppressing collision-induced chemical reactions. Because
of the long storage times. the state distributions of ions can be allowed to
relax, thus increasing the number of ions in a particular ground state. In
addition, the traps (particularly the rftrap) can be operated in a mass-selective mode in order to reduce the effects of background ions. The use of LIF
can also be used to “tag” certain ions for chemical studies.
The first successhl molecular ion experiments measured high-resolution
r f spectra of H2+ions (Dehmelt and Jefferts, 1962; Jefferts, 1968, 1969;
Richardson et al.. 1968; Menasian and Dehmelt, 1973). Transitions were
detecied b! usink the orientation dependence of photodissociation. These
measurements were particularly interesting because they could be compared to high accuracy with theory. More recently. the group of Mahan has
measured the spectra of heavier ions using LIF techniques (Grieman et ai..
1980, 1981qb; see also Danon ez ai., 1982). Dunbar and Beauchamp
(Dunbar and Kramer, 1973; Freiser and Beauchamp, 1974; Dunbar et al.,
1977) have also used LIF for photodissociation studies.

’

VI. Negative Ion Spectroscopy
Negative ions have been observed to have only one, or at most a few,
bound electronic states. in contrast to neutral or positively charged atoms or
molecules. which have an infinite number. Therefore, line emission or
absorption spectroscopy is not generally feasible. Most spectroscopy of
negative ions is based on photodetachment (absorption of ;Iphoton with loss
of an electron) or, for molecules, on photodissociation (absorption of a
photon with fragmentation of the molecule). For more general reviews.
including results of other experimental methods. such as ion beams and drift
tubes, see the article by Hotop and Lineberger (1975) on atomic negative

.

’
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ions, the articles by Cordennan and Lineberger ( 1979) and by Janousek and
Brauman (1979) on molecular negative ions, and the book by Massey
( 1976).

A. ATOMS

The only spectroscopic studies of negative atomic ions to use ion storage
techniques are those of Larson and co-workers. Perhaps tius is because
photodetachment cross sections and electron afKniues can be determined
using ion beams. either by using a tunable light s o m e and o k r v i n g the
threshold wavelengths or by using a fixed-wavelength source and measuring
the energm of the detached electrons. However. the long observation times
available With trapped ions can be useful in high-resolution studies. Also,
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effects due to high magnetic fields can be conveniently studied in a Penning
trap.
Near-threshold photodetachment of S- was observed in a Penning trap in
a magnetic field of the order of 1 T by Blumberg er ai. ( 1978). The relative
number of ions surviving after irradiation by a tunable cw dye laser was
measured by resonantly exciting their axial motion and detecting the image
current at the ring electrode at the second harmonic. The cross section was
found to have an oscillatory dependence on light frequency, with a spacing
between peaks approximately equal to the electron cyclotron fiequency.
These peaks correspond to thresholds for excitation of the detached electron
to quantized cyclotron levels. The light polarization and frtquency dependences of the cross sections are well described by a theory which ignores the
final-state interaction between the detached electron and the neutral atom,
but which includes the Zeeman splinings of the initial ionic state and the
final atomic state and the broadening due to the Doppler effect and the
motional electric field (Blumberg ef al.. 1979) (see Fig. 21). The effect of
including the final-state interaction in lowest order is to reduce the cross
section near the thresholds (Larson and Stoneman, 1982).
Different magnetic sublevels have different cross sections for photode-
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tachment by polarized light, a fact which can be used to detect microwave

Zeeman transitions (Jopson and Lanon, 1980). The magnetic moments of
S- (Jopson and Larson, 1981) and 0- (Larson and Jopson. 1981). and the
hyperfine constants of 33S-(Jopson er al.. 1981 ) have been measured by this
technique (see Fig. 22). In these experiments, the magnetic field is calibrated
by dnving the cyclotron resonance of electrons trapped alternately in the
same apparatus.

B. MOLECULES
Lanon and Stoneman (1982) have observed photodetachment of SeHnear threshold with a resolution of about 0.2 cm-I. The rotational structure
is well resolved. The oscillatory struaurc at the electron cyclotron frequency
continues for many cycles, in contrast to the atomic case (see Fig 23).Tlus
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may be due to the final-state interaction between the electron and the
molecular electric dipole moment.
Photodetachment or photodissociation of many different negative molecular ions has been observed in ICR spectrometers (Smyth et al.. 197 1; Eyler.
1974: Dunbar and Hutchinson. 1974). Most of this work has been done by
Brauman and co-workers. The basic advantages of ICR techniques over
beam techniques are the large variety of ions that can be produced by
dissociative attachment, followed by ion molecule reactions, and the long
trapping times, which allow many of the excited states to decay before
interrogation, thus simptifymg the specva The quantities obtained are the
electron affinities and some spectroscobic constants (vibrational, spinorbit, etc.). Much of this work has been reviewed by Cordennan and
Lineberger ( 1979) and by Janousek and Brauman ( 1979). More recently.
ICR techniques have been used to observe infrared multiphoton photodetachment (Rosenfeld er af.. 1979) and narrow resonances near threshold
which may be due to Rydberg-like states bound by the electric dipole
moment of the neutral molecule (Jackson et af., 1979, 198 1).

-

*

\?I. Radiative Lifetime Measurements

For longer-lived states, the ion traps may be particularly well suited to
make measurements of radiative lifetimes. Clearly this is a result of the
relatively pemrbation-free environment and the long storage times possible. This is indicated by the measurements of the lifetimes of the 5 ?D3,?
state
in Ba+, T z 17.5 sec (Schneider and Werth, 1979), the 5 2DW2
state in Ba+,
f 2 47 sec (Plumelle et ai.. 1980), and the 2 3S,,state in Li+, 7 I 58.6 sec
(Knight and Prior, 1980: see also Osipowin and Werth. 198 1). Of particular
interest for atomic physics are the lifetime measurements of Prior and
colleagues at Berkeley on simple atomic ions since these can be compared
with various theories. Lifetimes of 2 ‘So Li+(r z 503 p c ) in a Penning trap
(Prior and Shugart, 197 1), 2s He+ (7 z 1.92 msec) in a Kingdon trap (Prior.
1972), and 2 3S,Li+ (7 z 58.6 sec)in an rftrap (Knight and Prior, 1980) have
been measured. More recently. lifetimes of atomic and molecular ions of
atmospheric and astrophysical interest have been determined. For example.
the lifetimes of the 5S2 state of N+ (Knight 1982) and the 3P,metastable level
of S?+C Kwongercl.. 1983), and lifetimes in N2+ (Mahan and O’Keefe,
1981a.b) and CO+ and CH+ (Mahan and O’Keefe; 1981a.b: Danon er al.,
1982) have been measured.

r
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